
Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Rome 6” 6” 8” 14 3+ 15 1 H Aegis (9), Launch

Famous ships of the class: Charlemagne, Eden Victory, Typhoon, Hammer of Elysium

After several well publicised heroic kills made by old Havana torpedo destroyers 
during the Reconquest, pressure built within the Admiralty for a new ship which 

offered the specialist benefits of a fast ship designed around torpedoes. Since 
enough Havanas survived to fill their own niche, naval architects opted for a 

battlecruiser hull, permitting heavy torpedoes and double tubes.

The Rome is an aggressive, focused ship killer. To support its charge and to allow 
it to operate closer to the enemy than most battlecruisers could withstand the 

Rome mounts 46 additional Aegis-V point defence lasers, which can also lend their 
protection to allied ships - a secondary role once its torpedoes are expended.

On the day it entered service in the second month of the battle for Earth, two rushed 
to engage the Scourge Dreadnought Nightqueen, which had slipped in on silent 

running to threaten Admiral Halsey’s flagship. Both the brand new 
UCMS Charlemagne and UCMS Eden Victory were destroyed, but minutes later all 

their torpedoes hit home, breaking the Nightqueen in two.

UCM Rome
Battlecruiser 170 pts

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

UF-4200 Mass Driver 4+ 2 1 F/S(L) Linked-1

UF-4200 Mass Driver 4+ 2 1 F/S(R) Linked-1

Shark Missile Bays 4+ D6+1 1 F/S/R Close Action

Type Thrust Lock Attack Damage Special

UCM Heavy Torpedo 9” 2+ 4 4 -

1.1

Load Launch Special

Heavy Torpedo 1 Limited (1)

Heavy Torpedo 1 Limited (1)

UCM Rome 
Battlecruiser

Length: 1131m

Beam: 236m

Height: 368m

Displacement:

15,319,000m³



Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Venice 6” 6” 8” 14 3+ 7 1 H -

UCM Venice
Command Battlecruiser 220 pts

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

UF-4200 Mass Driver 4+ 2 1 F/S(L) Linked-1

UF-4200 Mass Driver 4+ 2 1 F/S(R) Linked-1

Shark Missile Bays 4+ D6+1 1 F/S/R Close Action

1.1

Command Deck
If you mount your Admiral in this ship, when drawing Command Cards, you may draw 2 more than normal.

UCM Battlenet
As long as at least 1 ship with this rule is on the board, when a friendly Battlegroup activates, you may choose 
to discard 1 Command Card and that Battlegroup gains 1 of the following bonuses when on Special Orders:

• Any ships in that Battlegroup may add 4” to their Thrust characteristic for this activation.

• Any ships in that Battlegroup may fire 1 additional weapon system during this activation (or may fire 1 if 
not otherwise allowed to fire any).

• Any ships in that Battlegroup may change Orbital Layer, even if they otherwise would not be allowed to 
do so (all normal restrictions apply such as costing Thrust distance and only entering Atmosphere if they 
have the Atmospheric special rule).

Famous ships of the class: Deep Blue, Savant, Voice of Dagon, Leonardo da Vinci

Though any battleship or dreadnought makes an excellent flagship - especially 
for the more grandiose admirals - the need for specialist command and control 

vessels has always existed. The Venice commands from the rear, protecting its 
high-ranking cargo while doing a superior job at directing the fleet. Venices have 

already proved popular with admirals who would rather play chess than seek glory.

The vessel is built around an enormous, costly and complex communications 
array, which provides an admiral with peerless battlespace awareness, boosted, 

crystal-clear comms, and advanced spatial mapping. 

UCM Venice Command 
Battlecruiser

Length: 1102m

Beam: 194m

Height: 409m

Displacement:

12,748,000m³


